Abstract. The classical (Levins) metapopulation scenario envisions a species persisting in a network of habitat patches through a balance between frequent local (within-patch) extinctions and recolonizations. Although this is the dominant paradigm for species in fragmented habitats, empirical support is limited, and it has been argued that very restrictive conditions on migration rates are required: high enough for recolonization to balance extinctions, but low enough that local populations do not fluctuate in synchrony. Through simulation and analysis of a stochastic spatial model, we argue that the likelihood of persistence via the classical scenario is strongly affected by some basic properties of withinpatch successional dynamics whose importance has not been emphasized in metapopulation theory: the distribution of successional stage durations, and whether patches are ''refractory'' vs. immediately available for recolonization after an extinction has occurred. These properties are tied to the biological causes of extinction (e.g., demographic accident vs. regular successional changes) and patch recovery (e.g., recolonization by a host species vs. regeneration of an exhausted resource base). Our results indicate that metapopulation theory needs to incorporate the patch-dynamics perspective of a landscape in a dynamic mosaic of successional states, with particular attention to links between colonization-extinction processes and local succession.
INTRODUCTION
Understanding spatial population dynamics is one of the central problems in ecology (e.g., Hanski and Gilpin 1997 , Tilman and Kareiva 1997 , Dieckmann et al. 2000 . One key aspect is the role of spatial structure in population persistence. This is especially relevant for cases in which habitat loss and fragmentation have reduced a species to occupying isolated habitat fragments (patches) within its range. The dominant theoretical paradigm for such cases is the metapopulation, a patchy population persisting through a balance between local (within-patch) extinctions and recolonization of patches by migrants from occupied patches. The metapopulation paradigm has replaced earlier approaches based on island biogeography (Hanski 1999) , resulting in an exponential growth of publications and even commercial software for metapopulation-based population viability analysis (Applied Biomathematics 2001) .
Empirical support for metapopulation dynamics has developed much more slowly. Only a handful of natural populations have been confirmed to match the classical Levins (1969) scenario of persistence in the face of frequent local extinctions in each individual patch (Harrison and Taylor 1997, Hanski 1999) . Spatial habitat structure has been shown to extend the persistence of experimental exploiter-victim systems, but again only a few studies have confirmed that persistence occurs through the classical metapopulation scenario (van de Klashorst et al. 1992 , Holyoak and Lawler 1996 , Holyoak 2000 .
The likelihood of the classical scenario has also been questioned on theoretical grounds (Harrison and Taylor 1997) : if interpatch dispersal is rare, then mutual recolonization will not occur, but if dispersal is common, then populations will fluctuate in phase, again ruling out recolonization of empty patches or rescue of failing patches by other local populations that are far from extinction. Only if dispersal is ''just right'' can the classical scenario occur. This argument was given additional force by the recent theoretical demonstration (Earn et al. 2000) that even small amounts of dispersal can stabilize synchronous oscillations and can drastically increase the likelihood of local populations becoming synchronized by environmental noise.
In this paper, we argue that the robustness of the classical metapopulation scenario and its dependence on dispersal being ''just right'' are strongly affected by some basic properties of within-patch successional dynamics whose importance has not been emphasized SUCCESSION AND METAPOPULATION PERSISTENCE Reports in the theoretical literature: (1) random vs. constant or near-constant duration of successional stages; and (2) presence of a ''refractory'' period following extinction during which the patch is in a state unsuitable for recolonization by the focal species.
These properties are tied to the question of why local extinctions occur. For example, if extinctions are just an unlucky roll of the dice (demographic stochasticity or a local disturbance with no lasting effects), it may be reasonable to assume that patches are occupied for a random, exponentially distributed amount of time, with no subsequent refractory period. Conversely, if the focal species is a herbivore or parasite, the period of patch occupancy before extinction may have a characteristic duration determined by the time required to graze down the local resource base or drive the host to extinction. For a grazer, the refractory period might be the time required for regrowth of aboveground plant biomass, which could be roughly constant. For a parasite, it might be the time until the host species recolonizes the patch, which could be highly variable.
MINIMAL MODEL WITH PATCH SUCCESSION
We begin with a minimal model for a single species occupying a network of patches that undergo local succession. By ''succession'' we simply mean predictable local changes in species composition or other conditions following a disturbance or the arrival of a previously absent species, without necessarily converging to some ''climax'' successional state. If the focal species can only survive in a patch during some range of successional states, succession may cause within-patch extinction of the species and may also determine the potential for subsequent recolonization.
The model's successional cycle is initiated when a colonist migrates into a ''Vacant'' patch, which then becomes ''Occupied'' and remains occupied for a fixed time period, L. Arrival of migrants into an Occupied patch is assumed to have no effect due to the small number of dispersers. At the end of the Occupied stage, the patch becomes ''Refractory'' (unsuitable for occupancy or colonization by the focal species) for a time period R, which may be fixed or random, and then returns to the Vacant state. We choose time units so that L ϭ 1, and other rates and time intervals are measured relative to this time scale. Our model is similar to those of Johnson (2000) and Amarasekare and Possingham (2001) in that we use a patch-state classification rather than tracking within-patch population dynamics, but it differs with regard to patch dynamics in order to focus on the properties previously itemized. Our model and analysis can be generalized to allow variable duration of the Occupied stage, but results for infectious disease and metapopulation models (Hethcote et al. 1981 , Johnson 2000 suggest that Refractory stage properties have far greater impacts.
In the minimal model, local populations are coupled by uniform all-to-all dispersal (we will relax this assumption later). Colonization results from stochastic movement of discrete individuals (see Appendix for technical details), such that each Vacant patch receives immigrants at stochastic rate c per Occupied patch. That is, if m patches are Occupied at time t, each Vacant patch has a probability mc⌬ ϩ o(⌬) of becoming Occupied between t and t ϩ ⌬ for ⌬ K 1. Here, o(⌬) denotes an error term such that o(⌬)/⌬ → 0 as ⌬ → 0. Thus, adding more patches increases proportionately the fraction of emigrants who find a new patch.
The model's main predictions for population persistence are summarized in Fig. 1 . First, if there is a refractory period with fixed duration, persistence becomes increasingly fragile as the duration of the refractory phase increases. For R ϭ 0.1 (i.e., 1/10 the duration of the Occupied stage), persistence occurs over a range of colonization rates over 1-2 orders of magnitude, depending on the number of patches. For R ϭ 1, long-term persistence is limited to small window of parameter values; this remains true if R is allowed to vary about a modal value of 1 (e.g., Gaussian with mean ϭ 1, standard deviation ϭ 0.25). Approximate parameter bounds for persistence (to be derived) indicate that the width of the range of c values allowing persistence (at a given number of patches) is proportional to 1/R. The curved boundaries of the persistence region for constant R have the interesting consequence that as the number of patches in the network is varied (with c held constant), persistence is most likely with an intermediate number of patches in the network. Because the survival probability of migrants is higher with more patches, population spread is more rapid and the potential for synchronization is therefore higher.
Second, random duration of the Refractory stage with an exponential distribution renders persistence robust across a much wider range of parameter values ( Fig. 1d-f ). This models a situation in which patch dynamics are stochastic, such that any Refractory patch could become suitable for colonization at any time, so there is little chance of extinction due to all patches being Refractory at once. In contrast, a Refractory period with some minimum duration R min Ͼ 0 has effects similar to a constant duration of length R min (Fig. 1g-i) , even if the duration of the Refractory period is highly variable. However, the chance of persistence is slightly lower because the Refractory stage is longer than R min on average.
The range of colonization rates allowing persistence is largely determined by deterministic processes that can be seen in a large-network limit. First, there is a minimum colonization rate necessary for the population to increase when rare. The ''net reproductive rate'' of an Occupied patch is the expected number of other STEPHEN P. ELLNER AND GREGOR FUSSMANN Ecology, Vol. 84, No. 4 FIG. 1. Probability of metapopulation persistence for 10 time units in model simulations with constant (panels a-c), exponentially distributed random (panels d-f), and uniformly distributed random (panels g-i) duration R of the refractory period. Time is scaled so that a patch remains occupied for one time unit following colonization. The probability of persistence, running from 0 (white) to 1 (black), was estimated from 500 simulation runs for each parameter combination using discrete time steps of duration dt ϭ 0.001. Curves are the approximate parameter bounds for metapopulation persistence derived in the text. The upper limit on c for constant and uniformly distributed R is plotted for ϭ 0.5 (solid line) and ϭ 0.1 (dashed line). In these simulations, the metapopulation was initiated with a single newly occupied patch and the remainder of patches vacant.
patches that it colonizes over its lifetime, which is c(N Ϫ 1) when one patch out of N is Occupied. The minimum colonization rate for initial increase is therefore
With a Refractory phase of constant duration, there is also an upper limit on c that results from synchronization. Starting from one occupied patch, if c is large then most patches quickly become Occupied and then Refractory. If all patches move from Occupied to Refractory before the first patch emerges from the Refractory period, the population has gone extinct. This is analogous to synchronization-driven extinction in models with fluctuating population densities, with extinction occurring when all local populations are simultaneously at low density.
The condition for synchronization previously stated can be written as t 1 ϩ L Ͻ L ϩ R (i.e., t 1 Ͻ R), where t 1 is the time required for all patches to become Occupied. Ignoring stochastic fluctuations, the initial decrease in the number of Vacant patches V(t) is described
The time to full occupancy in the stochastic model can be estimated as the time when V reaches some value between 0 and 1 (we take ϭ ½, but the choice of has little effect on numerical results). Approximating (N Ϫ ) Џ (N Ϫ 1) Џ N and solving gives t 1 Џ (2 log N Ϫ log )/ cN. Then setting t 1 ϭ R gives the approximate persistence boundary: c ϭ (2 log N Ϫ log )/RN. Simulations of the stochastic model (Fig. 1) show that Eqs. 1 and 2 provide a good approximation to the parameter range allowing persistence; however, Eqs. 1 and 2 do not address the time until extinction, which depends on initial conditions. The dynamics of persisting metapopulations are also described by a large-network deterministic approximation, which is obtained by assuming that all state transitions occur at their expected rates, given the current patch states. This results in ordinary or partial differential equations for the frequency distribution of patch states (see the Appendix). As usual, oscillations in patch occupancy are more likely if stage durations have a characteristic value (Fig.  2) . With an exponentially distributed Refractory period, oscillations decay to a steady state (Fig. 2a) . For log c ϭ 0, the initial spread-crash cycle is extreme enough to give a small (ϳ15%) chance of early extinction (Fig. 1) , but otherwise the population reaches a secure steady state. With constant refractory period, increasing c leads to extreme oscillations (Fig. 2b, d) . The time to extinction is shortest if the STEPHEN P. ELLNER AND GREGOR FUSSMANN Ecology, Vol. 84, No. 4 network starts without any Refractory patches (as in Fig. 1 ), but for any initial conditions there is convergence onto extreme cycles that cause extinction in a finite network (Fig. 2d) . The large-network limit provides a good approximation for even a moderate number of patches (N ϭ 50; Fig. 2e ). With 24 patches, stochastic effects start to become important: the large-network limit never drops below 1.5 occupied patches, but chance extinctions occur in simulations during the cycle troughs. Such events presumably explain the general pattern in Fig. 1 that persistence conditions based on the large-network limit are slightly optimistic.
SPATIAL MODEL WITH SUCCESSION
Although the persistence conditions just derived are new, the qualitative behavior of our minimal model was not unexpected. The large-network approximation becomes a deterministic epidemic model if the Vacant, Occupied, and Refractory patch states are identified with the Susceptible, Infected, and Recovered disease states. It has been known for some time that a constant period of temporary immunity can destabilize the endemic steady state and give rise to stable cycles (Hethcote et al. 1981) . The relevance of these phenomena in the metapopulation context depends on whether they continue to hold in a genuinely spatial setting where emigrants tend to disperse to nearby patches. We now develop a spatial version of our model and show that its behavior is very similar to that of the nonspatial model.
Models of oscillator networks and epidemics on networks (e.g., Jeltsch et al. 1997 , Barahona and Pecora 2001 , Zekri and Clerc 2001 suggest that small amounts of long-range dispersal can have surprisingly large effects. Our spatial model therefore included both short-and long-range interpatch movements. We considered a network of N patches located at random in a square of side 1, and assumed that the colonization rate of a Vacant patch by an Occupied patch at distance d is c 1 exp(Ϫ␣d) ϩ c 2 . The first term is local dispersal and describes individuals who preferentially migrate to nearby patches. Fig.  3a shows the local dispersal kernels of two patches for ␣ ϭ 15; there would be essentially no colonizations between these patches by locally dispersing individuals. The second term is global dispersal, individuals who range across the entire habitat before settling into a new patch. See the Appendix for technical details of the spatial colonization model.
For comparison with the nonspatial model, it is useful to express colonization in terms of the total colonization rate and the relative importance of local and global movements. For a pair of patches (one Occupied, the other Vacant) located at random points (x, y) and (u, v) in the unit square, the total expected colonization rate is c ϭ c 1 L(␣) ϩ c 2 where
The fractions due to global and local dispersal are thus ␥ ϭ c 2 /c, 1 Ϫ ␥ ϭ c 1 L(␣)/c, respectively. Rearranging these to c 2 ϭ ␥c, c 1 ϭ (1 Ϫ ␥)c/L(␣) gives the total colonization rate in terms of c, ␥, and ␣. These calculations ignore spatial clustering of Occupied sites, but are accurate enough to define a correspondence between explicitly spatial and nonspatial models. Pair approximation for lattice spatial models (Ellner 2001) suggests that for properties other than spatial transients, only tightly localized interactions will have effects different from those of global interactions. Simulations of our spatial model support this prediction. With moderately tight local dispersal (␣ ϭ 15), even with 90% local dispersal (␥ ϭ 0.1), the effect of local colonization is small (Fig. 3b vs. 3c ). The lower (in c) boundary of the persistence region moves up slightly, because a slightly higher average colonization rate is needed to compensate for the risk of extinction due to a chance scarcity of nearby Vacant sites when only a few sites remain Occupied. The upper boundary also moves up slightly, because local dispersal reduces the tendency to synchronize. However, both of these effects are minute relative to the drastic restriction on individual movements between patches in the spatial model. Even with no global dispersal (␥ ϭ 0.05, and nonlocal dispersal limited to a circle of radius 0.25), the only significant effect is that very small networks become nonviable due to the scarcity of patches close enough for mutual rescue (Fig. 3d) .
Larger effects can occur when colonization is concentrated in a very small neighborhood. When the local dispersal range is halved (Fig. 3e) , the qualitative picture remains the same but the average colonization rate required for persistence is increased by a factor of roughly 3-5, even with some systemwide dispersal (␥ ϭ 0.05). If colonization is restricted to adjacent sites in a very large lattice (Durrett 1995) , more pronounced spatial effects can occur. In particular, populations can persist as a moving cluster that revisits previously occupied areas so infrequently that most of the sites have returned to the Vacant state and can be recolonized. Thus, the qualitative predictions of our nonspatial model may not apply if the colonization neighborhood is only a minuscule fraction of the patch network.
DISCUSSION
Spatial ecology theory (e.g., Tilman and Kareiva 1997, Diekmann et al. 2000) has come to focus on patterns generated by interactions between individuals, in a landscape that is homogenous in space and time (Hanski 1999) . Metapopulation models allow for some spatial heterogeneity (patch vs. matrix), but almost al- ways assume homogeneity in time: the only processes modeled are extinction and recolonization by one focal species in an unchanging network of patches. Our results demonstrate that it is important for metapopulation theory to integrate the patch-dynamics perspective of a landscape in a mosaic of successional states varying dynamically in space and time (e.g., Whittaker and Levin 1977 , Pickett and White 1985 , Wu and Loucks 1995 , Pascarella and Horvitz 1998 . Our models are caricatures of a dynamic landscape, classifying patches by state rather than explicitly tracking population dynamics and local succession. Nonetheless, they illustrate how properties of local succession can determine whether a population can persist in a network of patches through a balance between local extinctions and recolonization.
Articles on metapopulation models appear at a rate of nearly one per week (a database search yielded nearly 90 papers from 2000 or 2001), but only a handful of very recent papers have examined the situation in which the patches themselves are dynamic (Brachet et al. 1999, Amarasekare and Possingham 2000, Johnson STEPHEN P. ELLNER AND GREGOR FUSSMANN Ecology, Vol. 84, No. 4 2000, Keymer et al. 2000) . However, these papers assume that the probability of a given stage transition (per unit time) is the same for all patches at all times, at least for the Refractory → Vacant transition. Our results show that this conventional assumption needs to be reconsidered, because more realistic stage durations can lead to major qualitative changes in the conditions for persistence. Hanski (1999) noted that the links between infectious disease and metapopulation theory have not been fully exploited. The large-network limit of our nonspatial model translates exactly into a disease model (Hethcote et al. 1981) . However, in the infectious disease literature, this model has received essentially no attention, presumably because the key assumption (a temporary fixed period of total immunity) is not widely relevant. In contrast there has been ongoing attention to the infectious (Occupied) stage, including realistic distributions for the duration of infectivity (e.g., Feng and Thieme 2000, Lloyd 2001 ) and variable infectivity over the course of the disease (e.g., Thieme and Castillo-Chavez 1993) . The former generally does not lead to epidemic cycles, but the latter may. This last result has direct implications for metapopulations: if the rate of emigration from a patch varies over the course of succession, this may cause cycles in patch occupancy and a consequent decrease in the odds of persistence.
Thus, the fundamental biological message of our paper is that persistence in a patchy habitat through metapopulation dynamics will be strongly affected by the biological causes of local extinctions, and the processes whereby patches regain the properties that made them suitable to support a local population. This has significant consequences for the use of metapopulation models in conservation planning or as a framework for developing general ''rules of thumb'' (Etienne and Heesterbeek 2001) : species of successional vs. nonsuccessional habitats, or species requiring early-vs. mid-vs. late-successional stages within a habitat, may have very different ''rules of thumb'' about their requirements for persistence.
